


  

  

Success Criteria 

Aim 

• Statement 1 Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 

• Statement 2 
• Sub statement 

  

  

Success Criteria 

Aim 
• To explore and design mechanisms. 

• I can explain how different mechanisms work. 

• I can investigate a simple mechanisms. 

• I can design my own mechanism for a given purpose. 



  

Talk about It 

What do you think these images show? How do you think these images are related to the topic of forces? Your latest discovery quest topic was ‘Playgrounds’. Can you recognise the 
different mechanisms that are pictured here? 



  

What Are Mechanisms? 

A mechanism is a device that changes an input force or 
motion into a different output force or motion. 

Some mechanisms make work easier to do by allowing a 
smaller force to have a greater effect. There are different types of mechanism. 

Research and find out more about some of the different 
types of mechanisms. 



  

Identifying Mechanisms 

Mechanisms are all around us. Can you identify whether these objects use levers, pulleys or gears? 



  

Identifying Mechanisms 

Mechanisms are all around us. Can you identify whether these objects use levers, pulleys or gears? 

Levers 

Gears 

Pulleys 



  

Cracking Contraptions 

“Ein meschanisches Uhrwerk in einer Armbanduhr mit goldenen Zahnrädern” by Marco Verch is licensed under CC BY 2.0 

These types of mechanisms 
are used to make lots of 

machines work and help us 
to get jobs done in  

everyday life.  

Look at the mechanisms 
inside a watch. 

 
Which mechanisms can  

you see? 

The gears turn to move the 
hands around the clock face.  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/160866001@N07/44940467924/in/photolist-2bteDpS-22iQkKn-jATNhy-bVRXUM-284JoNU-cdhbFo-aVc51B-ib3KqH-8ApUaw-8kQUdS-Eu4S35-dhC6SR-2dBVdz4-XPc6BQ-7w6FAf-cc24mA-aqShUM-6pZEiX-nva7LC-UNEnos-cNPbqu-dDGiYz-5oJFz6-29Jabm7-NdPno-7tSX3S-9NyP23-amUBd3-UWtqbs-8AmJAi-7SGXqh-a7VcVh-97DT4K-eTV4bW-amx2HN-h2bMJK-JApFjJ-eTV2J1-dwqA2F-9WcCpZ-4pi2sx-22X1ka-cngrNb-5p3Kvo-e72g9Z-2MKfE1-TN5yBb-2echDLg-e72bke-8rtcLr
https://www.flickr.com/photos/160866001@N07/


  

Cracking Contraptions 

“Mavic Ksyrium SLR brake pad wear” by Glory Cycle is licensed under CC BY 2.0 

Which mechanism do you think 
might be used in a bike brake? 

Which mechanism do you think 
might be used in a bike brake? 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/glorycycles/6830177141/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/glorycycles


  

Cracking Contraptions 

This is an invention drawn by Rube 
Goldberg, a famous cartoonist. 

He has designed a ‘Self Operating 
Napkin’, so that when the man in 
the picture lifts his spoon, it sets 
off a series of mechanisms that 
eventually work together to lift the 
napkin to wipe his mouth! 

Some designers and cartoonists 
have fun drawing and creating 
crazy machines that use lots of 
mechanisms to achieve a 
simple task. 



  

Cracking Contraptions 

There are lots of popular games where players set off a series of different 
mechanisms that work together to achieve an objective.  



  

Marvellous Machines 



  

Time to Evaluate 

Share your Marvellous Machine 
with somebody in your family.  

Explain the aim of your machine, 
and how it works. Point out the 
different mechanisms your 
machine uses. 

Evaluate your work using the 
Marvellous Machines Activity 
Sheet. Or ask somebody to evaluate 
your work for you. What do you 
like about your machine? Is there 
anything you would change or 
improve? Why? 



  

Machine 
Aim Cards 



  



  



  



  



  


